
These activities have been crafted to focus on the following concepts:

1. Vocabulary words for people

2. Family members (and pets)

Learning objectives

Directions
Print this packet and use it with your students after reading Tracassin at
TheFableCottage.com.

We’ve designed flexible activities that we hope can be used one-on-one with
students at home, as small-group activities, or as whole-class activities.
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Elementary school (ages 10 and younger)
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TheFableCottage.com after-reading activities
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Hungry, Hungry
Crocodile

COMPREHENSION CHECK

DIRECTIONS: After reading Tracassin in French, see how much of the story students
understood by playing Hungry, Hungry Crocodile.

1. Cut out each strip below and read each statement with students.

2. On the two blank strips, have students write two more statements about the
story — one truth and one lie. (For younger students, help them write their
statements.)

3. On the next page, play Hungry, Hungry Crocodile. Read each statement.
Have students decide if it is true or a lie.

4. If they think it is true, have them put it in the king’s pile. If they think it’s a lie,
feed it to the crocodile!

Sophie could turn hay into gold

The little man had brown curly hair and red pointy shoes.

Sophie guessed the little man’s name.

The hatmaker always tells the truth.

The little man’s name was Chris.

The king locked Sophie in a room with hay.
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It’s true!

Put the true statements in the king’s pile. Feed the lies to the crocodile!

It’s a lie!



AFTER-READING ACTIVITY

DIRECTIONS: Here are basic words for talking about people. All these words
appeared in Tracassin. See how many students can remember from the story. Help
students match the French word to the English translation by drawing a line.
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People, people everywhere!

woman

la femme

le homme

man

child

baby

le bébé

les gens

l’enfant

people
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AFTER-READING ACTIVITY

It’s all in the family
DIRECTIONS (Part 1): Help students practice vocabulary for family members
(including pets) using words they heard in Tracassin.

First, see how many of these words students remember. Go back to the story for
help if they need it.

Father Mother

Son
Daughter

DogCat

HusbandWife

La femme
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AFTER-READING ACTIVITY

It’s all in the family
DIRECTIONS (Part 2): Now, read the sentences below and help students write the
correct French word to fill in the blank.

1. After ten years, Sophie and her husband had a ___.

2. The hatmaker says his ___ can turn hay into gold.

3. Sophie knew that her ___ was telling a lie.

4. When Sophie has a baby, she becomes a ___.

5. The rich lady says her cat fetches sticks like a ___.


